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digitalization is changing existing industry practices in two very different manufacturing environments. Digital
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Indonesia is one that considers how best to employ new (and existing) digital technologies to enhance the country’s
existing sources of comparative advantage while recognizing sectoral differences.
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KEY POINTS
•

The global manufacturing landscape is being transformed by the convergence of technology trends in the
physical, digital, and biological spaces. In particular, the convergence of digital technologies such as cyberphysical systems, cloud computing, big data, artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning, and the internet of
things (IoT), among others, offers the potential to more effectively connect and integrate manufacturing systems.

•

These families of digital technologies are enabling manufacturers to make factories more efficient, develop new
products faster, make logistics operations more efficient, and adopt new disruptive business models. At the
same time, digital technologies are allowing firms to respond to customer and societal demands such as greater
personalization, higher safety, and improved energy and resource efficiency.

•

Digitalization requires the development of a wide range of complementary technologies to generate, transmit,
store, process, and analyse data. Networks of devices connected among them, and to the internet, are required
to store and analyse the rapidly growing amounts of data. New hardware and software are needed to create
such networks.

•

While the impact of digitalization is expected to be crosscutting, the specific implications can vary widely from
sector to sector. This policy brief illustrates this point with case studies in the aviation and footwear sectors,
which were chosen because they represent sectors at distinct positions in the digitalization journey.

•

For governments around the world, the digital transformation of manufacturing poses opportunities and
challenges in key policy areas such as employment, productivity, competitiveness, and sustainability. Indonesia
faces various policy challenges, including: identifying and addressing ICT infrastructure gaps, raising awareness
of what digital technologies are and the possibilities they offer, supporting technology adoption by SMEs, and
promoting R&D.

•

Given the diversity of digital technologies and potential impacts, an appropriate digital implementation strategy
requires effort to identify specific opportunities and challenges for different sectors. Since many digital
technologies are already available, considering how best to employ them to further enhance the sources of
comparative advantage in established sectors might be a good first step.

OVERVIEW OF DIGITAL MANUFACTURING
Convergence of the Physical and Digital Spaces
The global manufacturing landscape is being transformed by the convergence of technology trends in the
physical, digital, and biological spaces. This convergence process is commonly known as Industry 4.0, or the
Fourth Industrial Revolution. The combination of technology and market trends is expected to cause a shift in
the current manufacturing paradigm, towards increased decentralization and flexibility. 1 In other words,
products will increasingly be made on-demand, closer to the final consumer, and at much lower production
volumes.
The development and combination of Industry 4.0 technologies promise to implement important changes in
the manufacturing process along three dimensions: 2
• the creation of “smart factories” where different machines can communicate to adapt to real-time changes
in demand, increasing efficiency, and flexibility; 3
• the real-time exchange of information among different manufacturing firms, helping to optimize global
supply chains and logistics networks; 4 and
• improving the monitoring of a product along its entire life cycle, being able to predict when it will need
maintenance, and allowing for a faster response when unexpected technical difficulties arise. 5
Social and Institutional Drivers Behind the Transition to Digital Manufacturing
Technology changes are accompanied by global market trends, which may shape how the future of
manufacturing looks. These trends are: 6
• ageing of the workforce population, especially in high-income countries, which may reinforce the need for
automation and highly skilled labour;
• increased demand for customized products, which forces companies to evaluate alternative means of
production to capture additional market value;
• continued migration from rural to urban areas, which increases the need for technologies to improve public
infrastructure and citizens’ well-being; and
• increased public interest in promoting sustainability, which sees in Industry 4.0 technologies an opportunity
to reduce the waste and environmental impact associated with international transportation networks.
The last decade has witnessed a revival in governments’ interest in industrial policy, as there is increasing
evidence that manufacturing increases innovation and economic growth. 7 As such, many governments are
trying to adopt a policy for the development of national capabilities in Industry 4.0 technologies, with the hope
of creating high-paid employment, attracting foreign direct investment, enhancing productivity, and creating
new markets for products and services that do not yet exist (footnote 2). Digitalization also has the potential to
rationalize the use of natural resources and therefore help achieve goals related to sustainability (footnote 7).
The number of countries and research organizations contributing to technology innovation is also expected to
increase (footnote 6). For developing countries, the digitalization of manufacturing may bring opportunities for
leapfrogging some of the missing capabilities in traditional manufacturing, and adapting these emerging
technologies to their particular needs, which often differ from the needs of the nations at the technological
frontier. 8
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Implementation Challenges
In an increasingly connected world, increased investment in ICT infrastructure is needed to ensure the
reliability of industry communication networks. 9 In addition, the increased reliance on information technology
brings significant concerns about the cyber security and reliability of industrial systems and utilities, which
affects not only manufacturers but also their entire supply chain and customers. 10 Examples of areas of
concern are as follows:
• Machines connected to a network might be cyber-attacked to be made inoperative at critical moments.
• Confidential information stored in the cloud might be disclosed to cause economic loss.
• Product designers may face important losses of intellectual property if communication channels are
compromised.
• Digital manufacturing makes counterfeiting easier.
• Smart products may need to collect abundant data about their owners’ behaviour to optimize their
performance, which brings additional concerns about privacy, increasing consumers’ resistance. 11
Apart from cyber security, the other big challenge arising from the digitalization of manufacturing concerns
workforce development. 12 A new generation of highly skilled workers is needed for the implementation of
complex, interdisciplinary technology environments. In particular, demand for employees in computer and data
sciences, mechanical and electrical engineering, and other STEM disciplines is expected to rise. 13 Existing
low-skilled workers will probably need to be retrained periodically to work with a new generation of machines
and respond to their potential downtimes, requiring a new mindset for lifelong learning. This problem might be
exacerbated in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which represent a large share of the total
employment in manufacturing, especially in traditional low- and mid-tech sectors. Small firms, when compared
to large multinational corporations, have less capital to devote to labour retraining, they lack the time to perform
technology surveillance activities, and in the worst cases they do not perform formal research and development
(R&D) activities. 14
To sum up, Industry 4.0 technologies may create important changes to how manufacturing is done, from
product design to the aftermarket. While these changes may open up a myriad of opportunities for the creation
of new businesses based on products and services that do not yet exist, the adoption of digital manufacturing
technologies brings many technical and societal challenges. Hence, government efforts related to the
digitalization of manufacturing should involve investment in more than just traditional mechanisms for research
and innovation, such as the provision of R&D funding and tax credits. In particular, they should allocate
significant resources to address market failures related to the increasing need for the coordination of a diverse
pool of stakeholders, such as skills and workforce development, or the creation of reliable ICT infrastructure.
Tackling these two issues requires the creation of plans to address cyber security concerns, building capacity
at SMEs, developing compatibility standards, and ensuring IP rights.
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TECHNOLOGY TRENDS IN DIGITAL MANUFACTURING
For societies to take full advantage of the opportunities offered by the emerging manufacturing technologies,
they need to be able to create networks of physical objects (devices, vehicles, buildings, equipment, etc.).
These networks are commonly known as the internet of things, and, in the context of manufacturing, the
industrial internet of things (IIoT), which incorporates automated production technologies. 15 Implementing IIoT
requires the development of a wide range of different technologies and systems that allow improved
generation, transmission, storage, processing, and application of the data (footnote 6), which are summarized
in (Figure 1)

Figure 1: Summary of the Different Data Technologies That Need to Be Integrated to Create
the Industrial Internet of Things

Source: Adapted from C. López-Gómez, D. Leal-Ayala, M. Palladino, and E. O’Sullivan. 2017. Emerging Trends
in Global Advanced Manufacturing: Challenges, Opportunities and Policy Responses. United Nations Industrial
Development Organization.

Data Collection
Generating data requires the creation of “cyber-physical systems”, a combination of existing machinery with
embedded hardware such as sensors, actuators, and control software, so that operations are supervised,
coordinated, and optimized by a computer system. 16 Examples of these systems can be:
• machines equipped with sensors to check in real time the accuracy of their operations and a potential need
for maintenance;
• industrial robots to manipulate the product along the production line;
• machines that can be monitored and operated remotely; and
• machines that learn from experience about how best to perform an operation.
Embedded sensors enable improved quality control, the reduction of process uncertainty, and better process
modelling. The capability of sensors is expected to widen in scope in the near future, with the addition of
wireless connectivity, real-time data analysis, and further integration with the physical systems to help in the
calibration of equipment and health evaluation of the cyber-physical system. 17 However, there are still some
limitations to the integration of these embedded systems. Major barriers are the difficulties processing the large
amounts of data created in real time, concerns about cyber security, and the absence of external tools to
validate software tools and offer system maintenance. 18 The cost of sensors and actuators is still high.
Similarly, their size and power consumption need to be reduced to enable future miniaturization. 19
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Data collected by the cyber-physical systems may need to be transmitted to other pieces of equipment, which
can be either inside or outside (e.g. suppliers, consumers, maintenance facilities) the factory. This
communication is usually performed through wireless networks. The most widely used wireless transmission
technologies are:
• RFID and Bluetooth, when the distance to cover and amount of data are small; 20
• WiFi and Wimax, cheap options for high-speed communication over short distances; 21
• mobile platforms, for long distances (the next generation of mobile communication technology, 5G, is
expected to offer speeds that are up to 1,000 times faster than the current 4G networks with ultra-low
latency); 22
• non-IP network protocols such as NetBEUI, AppleTalk, and IPX, which might allow the connection of
devices within one organization without exposing it to the risks associated with being connected to the
internet. 23
These transmission technologies, when combined with the latest internet protocol, Ipv6, create the opportunity
to monitor and reconfigure the manufacturing floor at any time, from a distance, although concerns about the
reliability of such wireless networks remain unsolved. 24 In addition, the community lacks the public standards,
protocols, and interfaces needed to ensure the universal compatibility of any device and allow the integration
of different types of cyber-physical systems across the entire supply chain. 25
Data Processing
The large-scale deployment of cyber-physical systems will result in the growth of data volume and traffic,
something that is often referred to as big data. Although there is no standard definition of big data, there are
five characteristics that usually define big data: 26
• large volume of data,
• variety of types of data to store,
• high speed of data generation,
• large commercial value of data generated, and
• the veracity of the data can be checked.
Traditional information technology infrastructure and methods for data management and analysis are unfit for
the rapid growth of big data, as they are usually limited in their ability to process data and verify its correctness,
and they cannot easily be scaled. 27 To meet the stringent demands of big data, new technology developments
are required, such as the creation of larger, more efficient data centres and applications to process and analyse
the data; the implementation of data tools to clean, validate, and filter the incoming data; distributed data
storage centres to handle the large amounts of data; and appropriate human–machine interfaces to facilitate
visualization of the most important aspects of the data (footnote 25).
To date, industry has tackled these issues through cloud computing, which has experienced a market
explosion in recent years. Cloud computing can be defined as using, remotely and on-demand, a pool of
computing resources hosted on the internet, to store, manage, and process data with little interaction with the
service provider. 28 A market forecast by Gartner predicts that the revenue from public cloud services will almost
double between 2017 and 2021. 29 Private cloud services, which offer higher privacy levels, are also offered
for use by a single enterprise. However, technical challenges remain in relation to handling the amount of data
that the IIoT will produce. Cloud computing is expected to evolve into “fog computing”, which allows the cloud
to communicate with local devices such as routers, multiplexers, or local area networks, which may provide
support to store, transmit, and analyse the data before sending them to the internet. 30
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Data Analysis
Analysis of the data stored and generated by the IIoT is, because of their size and complexity, only feasible
with the use of artificial intelligence (AI). 31 AI refers to computer systems that are able to perform tasks such
as visual perception, speech recognition, and decision-making that have traditionally required human
intervention, or which have been impossible to perform. 32 Some of these problems might not have a right or
wrong answer and the appropriate outcome may depend on firms’ preferences. 33 In a manufacturing
environment, AI applications include: 34
• machine vision tools to detect, as they are produced, microdefects that would go unnoticed by the human
eye;
• optimization of new product designs according to the materials, available process, and cost targets;
• prediction of problems on the shop floor to avoid factory downtimes; and
• prediction of the best time to perform maintenance of the production equipment.
However, several barriers to the further implementation of AI remain, namely, the technical complexity of the
field, the lack of skilled labour to apply AI to manufacturing problems, the lack of high-quality data, and the
difficulties ensuring that the AI is performing the tasks as desired and diagnosing the source of failure. 35
Expected Impact of Technology Trends on Businesses
The diversity and complexity of all the technologies involved in the digitalization of manufacturing opens up
many opportunities for value creation, novel business models, and emerging market structures.
A group of firms may want to commercialize key technology components such as electronic devices, software,
and cloud services. Industry adopters of these digital technologies may increase their competitiveness by
improving the responsiveness, reliability, and overall efficiency of their supply chain, while being able to offer
new products customized to the particular needs of their clients. Other firms may capture value from selling
tools or services that do not yet exist.
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Figure 2: Expected Impact of Digital Manufacturing on Business Operations

Source: Author’s elaboration

Manufacturing is increasingly seen as a service, where local shops may respond, on demand, to the
requirements and taste of each customer. In addition, businesses can collaborate in new ways to share
equipment and optimize their production capacity, scheduling, and response to supply chain disruptions. Within
these networks, a manufacturer may use the resources of another member of the network to perform activities
for which it may have not developed capabilities, such as running software simulations or creating a new
product design. Consumer goods industries where customization is more valued, such as shoes, jewellery, or
furniture, and industries that make the tools to make them (e.g. moulds or casts), are likely to be the most
sensitive to these changes. However, it is still unclear whether this demand for higher customization will
become widespread or remain concentrated in a small segment of the market.
New business models based on analysis of the data gathered by the IIoT are likely to appear. This could, for
instance, reduce the waiting time in the maintenance and repair segment. Similarly, manufacturers of industrial
equipment would be able to predict when a certain machine will require maintenance, providing them with
incentives to switch their focus from the sale of machinery towards its lease, which is already happening with
equipment such as machine tools or jet engines. Moreover, digital technologies facilitate the implementation
of business models based on the concept of circular economy, 36 helping to reduce material and energy usage
in the production process, reduce inventory, inform “repair or buy” decisions, and improve the logistics of waste
management.
Finally, the adoption of flexible manufacturing technologies creates opportunities for new entrants who may
decide to serve different market segments as a way to reach economies of scale, potentially increasing price
competition. 37 Collaborative business models may incentivize the introduction of horizontal business structures
where tasks have traditionally been separated. The technical base and skills required to serve each industry
may become less differentiated, as the new workforce may become increasingly interdisciplinary and more
frequently retrained. As the preferences of customers are prevalent in a market of customized goods,
businesses need to find ways to integrate their entire value chain, from initial design to aftermarket, so that
they can respond quickly to changes in demand.
In the following boxes, examples are provided of how digital technologies are transforming manufacturing
industries. The case studies are from the aviation and the shoe industries. The cases were chosen to represent
two very distinct technology contexts. The aviation industry produces high-value products, and although
current capabilities in Indonesia are limited, it represents a natural evolution for a country with a large pool of
suppliers in complementary industries such as automotive, following the examples of countries such as South
Korea, Malaysia, or Portugal, and driven by a strong growth in air traffic demand. In fact, the maintenance,
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repair, and operations (MRO) industry has called Indonesia “one of Asia’s MRO Hotspots”. 38 In contrast, the
shoe industry is a traditional industry where products typically have much lower value, but they represent an
important source of revenue for the Indonesian economy.
Box 1: Case Study – Supporting the Rise of the Aviation Industry in Southeast Asia
A forecast by the International Air Transport Association (IATA) suggests that world air traffic could double
between 2016 and 2036, driven by increasing demand in Southeast Asia.a In this forecast, IATA predicts that
domestic air traffic in Indonesia could almost triple and reach a total of more than 350 million passengers per
year in 2036.b This increase in air traffic should translate to an increase in market demand for maintenance,
repair, and operations (MRO), which could become an engine of growth for the Indonesian manufacturing sector.

Increased Importance of Additive Manufacturing in Aviation
One of the technologies that is expected to lead performance improvements in aviation is additive
manufacturing. Additive manufacturing (AM) is a family of near net shape manufacturing processes whereby
digitally created three-dimensional objects can be built up by depositing material layer by layer. Different AM
techniques allow for the use of an increasing variety of materials, including polymers, metals, ceramics, and
even composites.c AM allows for the creation of complex geometries that would be hard to build using traditional
manufacturing processes. AM can be used by designers to reduce the weight of components, which translates
into important fuel savings and lower emissions, or to increase manufacturing flexibility and reduce lead time.d
In addition, using AM may save assembly costs by integrating different components. For instance, GE
redesigned a fuel nozzle by integrating approximately twenty different parts into a single one, which reduced
weight, improved the efficiency of the engine, and increased the power supplied by the engine by 10%.e The
complexity and criticality of the components manufactured with AM are also increasing, and in 2018 GE started
to test its application for turbine blades.f Airbus, meanwhile, is making more than a thousand components of its
newest aircraft A350 with AM, mostly polymers.g

Despite the potential advantages of using AM, important challenges remain regarding its implementation.h Most
importantly, AM materials and products need to undergo extensive qualification programmes to prove that AM
products are safe to use, as databases with publicly available information about material properties do not exist,
and the performance of the products under real-life conditions is uncertain.i As such, companies need to perform
lengthy and expensive R&D programmes to control potential variability in their production configuration. AM
products are usually subject to multiple post-processing steps, and overall there are more than a hundred
parameters that need to be controlled to ensure that the product is consistent. Related to this issue, there is a
lack of appropriate non-destructive testing techniques that would allow manufacturers to know whether a part is
good or not, quickly and inexpensively. In addition, there is an undersupply of skilled labour to work with these
technologies, creating an important barrier to entry for new players.
All these technical and contextual limitations have contributed to creating a fear within the aviation industry that
the misuse of AM technology could lead to the production of components that perform adequately in a one-off
test but do not conform to the original specifications, in terms of longevity.l It is still unclear how manufacturers
of aircraft and engines may introduce AM in their supply chains, and how aviation authorities will regulate the
market for spare parts and repairs. Firms entering the aviation market often establish strategic partnerships with
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). A noteworthy example is Norsk Titanium, a Norwegian company that
developed its own AM machine, which was recently qualified by Boeing to produce titanium components for the
B787 aircraft.m

Overcoming Implementation Challenges Through Further Digitalization
The further integration of digital technologies into AM systems is expected to overcome some of the
aforementioned challenges. Machine learning algorithms may accelerate R&D efforts to optimize the production
parameters to build a certain component, saving considerable amounts of time and financial resources devoted
38
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to testing and data collection.n In addition, the introduction of sensors in machines, which allow the real-time
monitoring of the production process, may help to decrease variability in the properties of AM components and
the need for testing after production.o The first machines with embedded sensors and software tools to analyse
their data output are already being commercialized. These embedded systems could then be integrated into the
IIoT through the creation of wireless networks and cloud computing infrastructure to minimize the response
time.p Some manufacturers of AM equipment have recently commercialized machines that combine the
fabrication of the component with AM, and tools for its post-processing, which reduces the need for human
intervention and speeds up the manufacturing process, making it more suitable for mass production.q To solve
the issues related to training, the European Union has funded several initiatives to create frameworks for
workforce development in the field of AM.r In the US, higher education institutions have already introduced AMrelated courses in their engineering degrees.
a
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Box 2: Case Study – The Digitalization of the Footwear Industry: Increased Automation and
Simulation
Although it might seem that the digitalization of manufacturing is led by applications in high-tech industries,
Industry 4.0 technologies are increasingly being applied to traditional sectors, where developing countries have
built capabilities for mass production, as they have the advantage of much lower labour costs than high-income
countries. One of these traditional industries is the footwear industry, where much of the world’s demand is
manufactured in countries such as Vietnam, China, or Indonesia. According to the United Nations’ Comtrade
database, in 2016 Indonesia’s exports of leather, textile, and rubber footwear accounted for more than $6 billion.
More than three-quarters of those exports were destined for high-income countries. However, the size of these
exports might change, as leading brands such as Nike and Adidas are investing heavily in automating their
manufacturing processes and relocating part of their production closer to their customers in Europe and North
America, which would allow for higher product customization and shorter lead times.a

The Case of Adidas’ Speedfactory
One of the most advertised corporate investments in the digitalization of manufacturing involves Adidas. In late
2015 Adidas opened a new type of factory in Germany, the Speedfactory, to increase the level of automation in
shoe manufacturing, and to implement digital technologies along all stages of production, from conceptual
design to production.b In 2017 a new Speedfactory opened in Atlanta, the United States.c The factories are
expected to jointly produce a million pairs of shoes annually by 2020, mostly for limited-series and customized
shoes adapted for the needs of each client.d This is still a small fraction of Adidas’ annual production, which
surpassed 400 million pairs of shoes in 2017 but is expected to increase in the future.e
To speed up the development process and shorten the lead time, the design process is done digitally with threedimensional modelling and rapid prototyping tools, and the factory has developed a “digital twin”, a virtual model
to simulate the production conditions for the newly designed shoes.f New materials are created inside the factory

from raw plastic pellets, and the introduction of robotic arms has allowed Adidas to combine manufacturing and
assembly operations into a single step, making the production process much more efficient, to the point that
they can produce customized products at a price that is competitive with the specialized shoe market.g In 2018
Adidas started the commercialization of customized shoes using additive manufacturing, with the goal of
producing hundreds of thousands of pairs with this technology in the coming years.h
The adoption of all these technologies brings several advantages to the German company. It decreases logistics
risks, as producing shoes closer to customers makes the supply chain less sensitive to disruptions. The adoption
of digital technologies has helped drive down the time between order and delivery from months to days.i
Production batches have been reduced from tens of thousands to hundreds, which facilitates the control of
inventory and increases the flexibility to react to sudden changes in product demand.l Furthermore, data from
custom orders can be used to analyse which features are demanded the most and to incorporate them into their
future mass-produced series, which has the potential to increase revenue.m

Potential Impact on Developing Countries
The direct impact of these investments on the production capacity in developing countries is still unclear. So far,
Adidas’ investments in the Speedfactory are seen as a complement, instead of a competitor, to existing
capabilities in developing countries.n Production costs are still high, to be able to sell to the mass market,
although future advances may bring costs down. Footwear suppliers in developing countries such as Vietnam
have already started to invest in automation technologies, to be able to cope with increasingly stringent quality
standards, rising wages, and shortened lead times.o The introduction of robots on the shop floor may reduce the
need for low-wage workers, but human intervention is still needed for tasks that are hard to automate, such as
shoe-lacing.p In addition, newly trained, highly skilled employees will be needed to configure the production
equipment and perform troubleshooting operations.
a
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IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
For governments around the world, the digital transformation of manufacturing poses opportunities and
challenges in key policy areas such as employment, productivity, competitiveness, and sustainability. The
ongoing process of manufacturing digitalization is expected to have a crosscutting effect in manufacturing,
with implications for firms across sectors and levels of technological sophistication. This is because
technologies underpinning the digitalization of manufacturing are highly diverse in nature and applicability.
Digitalization is permeating many different sectors simultaneously.
Thus far, however, there is significant uncertainty about the size and shape of the impact across sectors. Much
of the available evidence is anecdotal, and most policy efforts and advice have focused on high-income
countries.
Nonetheless, analysts agree that the digitalization of manufacturing can represent an opportunity to foster
economic growth in countries such as Indonesia. 39 However, responses accounting for the country’s particular
context are required.
Interestingly, evidence suggests that developing countries can maintain a competitive position by performing
strategic incremental improvements to existing production methods, even when developing countries adopt
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emerging technologies, given the differences in labour costs and other production inputs. 40 Macroeconomic
data suggest that Indonesian productivity is lower than that of its regional competitors; and digital technologies
could help to accelerate the improvement of management practices. 41
The level of penetration of ICT technologies in Indonesia is lower than in other ASEAN countries, and thus
additional resources might be needed to ensure that the existing “digital divides” are progressively closed. 42
This is likely to be a slow process that requires long-term commitments to infrastructure investment. Overall,
Indonesia faces various policy challenges, including: identifying and addressing ICT infrastructure gaps;
raising awareness of what digital technologies are, and the possibilities they offer; supporting technology
adoption by SMEs; and promoting R&D.
While existing trends towards globalization and the liberalization of trade in key specific sectors might benefit
the process of international technology diffusion, achieving the successful diffusion of those technologies
requires fostering indigenous innovation efforts and governance structures. 43 Public efforts are needed to
develop appropriate institutions and mechanisms for the acquisition of technology; platforms for knowledge
exchange between foreign and local companies; comprehensive workforce development programmes; and
incentives for local companies to increase their engagement in R&D and innovation.
Developments in firms in high-income countries may require those in developing countries to adopt new digital
technologies, in order to keep their systems compatible with those of their international partners. A failure to
promote the diffusion of digital technologies might therefore affect international competitiveness, exports, and
opportunities for diversification. As digital technologies evolve rapidly, it is important for Indonesia that longterm investment plans are periodically revised to incorporate the latest information about technology trends
and forecasts.
A common option to promote international technology diffusion is foreign direct investment (FDI), as
multinational enterprises may import advanced technologies and equipment, offer training to local employees
and suppliers, and incentivize competition among local firms. 44 For those positive effects to take place, it is
important that laws and rules concerning trade and intellectual property rights create a favourable environment
for foreign firms to bring core technology. 45 However, foreign firms might lack incentives to share the
technology, and technology spillovers to local firms might be low, even when FDI may appear to have a positive
impact on employment and economic growth. 46
Larger firms might have an important enabling role, by providing support to smaller local enterprises with
limited knowledge of digital technologies and scarce resources to invest in them. Indonesia’s state-owned
enterprises, which represent a significant part of Indonesia’s economy, might also have a role to play. Financial
incentives for large firms could be combined with incentives towards entrepreneurship such as dedicated
venture capital pools or financial incentives to high-tech firms. 47
Although the wider application of digital technologies increases the number of opportunities for value creation,
trying to tackle the needs of all the sectors at the same time might be “spreading too thin” and diluting the
already scarce financial resources of developing countries. Hence, it would seem advisable, first, to focus on
those sectors and applications where a country holds a position of global competitiveness, and, once those
initial efforts start to bear fruit, to start developing inter-industry linkages to increase knowledge spillovers
across sectors.
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Given the diversity of digital technologies and potential impacts, an appropriate digital implementation strategy
requires efforts to identify specific opportunities and challenges for different sectors. Since many digital
technologies are already available, considering how best to employ them to further enhance the sources of
comparative advantage in established sectors might be a good first step.

